


MEETING AGENDA
- Roll Call

- Congratulations for the winner Teams

- Race specific information: Middle Distance

- Q & A





Gold Medal: Hungary, Viktoria Mag, Tamas Felfoldi, Marton Csoboth, 
Rita Maramarosi

Silver Medal: Norway - Kristin Melby Jacobsen, Iver Dalsaune Thun, 
Brage Takle, Pia Young Vik

Bronze Medal: Finland - Salla Isoherranen, Sampo Sankelo, Aarni
Ronkainen, Eeva Liina Ojanaho



Welcome!
Event Director: Istvan SEBESTYEN

IOF Senior Event Advisor: Erik BOBACH

IOF Assistent Senior Event Advisor: Dorthe HANSEN

National Controllers: Daniel BARKASZ, Sandor FEY

President of Romanian Orienteering Federation: Ionuț PATRAȘ

Tehnical Director & Sprint Course Setter:  Ionuț ZINCĂ & Bogya Tamas







Draft TOM presentation will be available on the JWOC website before each TOM 
https://www.jwoc2023.ro/.

- Final TOM presentations (including Q&A) will be uploaded to IOF Eventor and on 
the JWOC webpage within 30 minutes of the conclusion of the meeting.

https://www.jwoc2023.ro/






•No old maps or electronic devices are allowed in the quarantine.

•Toilets in quarantine and prestart.

•The athletes should mark their bags with their accreditation badge.

•Use of GPS watches is forbidden according to Rules 21.4: GPS-enabled devices 
(watches etc.) must not be carried unless the device has been provided by the organizer

•Quarantine check-in will be made when the competitors take the official buses! Team

members presence in the arena before 8:50 is strictly forbidden!



- Driving Baia Mare – Arena for non competitors, 25 km ( 35 min driving), parking coordinates:

47.626702, 23.807917

- Parking place to Arena: walking distance 300 meters, 20 m climb. The way from parking to

Arena will be not marked, the Arena is in the neighborhood.

- The official buses will have an optional station on the arena - only for team leaders or non

competitors who want to go directly to the Arena.







Arena location: 

Arena Baia Mare, coordinates:

47.626862, 23.809808







Please see Bulletin 4  page 36-37









The Quarantine area consists in a theatre/concert hall. Here you will find many chairs,
possibility to rest. There are spaces where competitors can use their own mats. Competitors will
have water, fruits, coffee available. The toilets are located inside the quarantine area, both inside
and outside (ecological toilets).
• From the quarantine, competitors and officials can go to the pre-start area only with the
organizers minibuses, driving time 10-12 min. The schedule of these minibuses will be displayed
at the quarantine location.
• Drop off baggage area will be both in the quarantine area and in the pre-start area.





Quaran-
tine area

460 m 10 m 45 m
10 m



Q: Are we guaranteed official transportation to the remaining forest 
competitions? Because today it didn't work...

A: Yes.



Q: In prestart there are tents for coaches?

A: Yes there are tents. You can put your own tents also.



Q: Can coaches return to quarantine from prestart?

A: Yes they can use minibuses to return in quarantine, with the going down mini buses. 

They can continue taking the shuttle mini bus that carries the baggage dropped off 
here, towards arena.



Q: Can we get faster information if delays happen?

A: Yes, please text +40767639259 with you country s name and we ll make a whatsapp
group.



Q: Is there possible to equalize the advantages that late starts have in the high grass 
areas?

A: As far as it is possible, we will have 3 runners making tests in the morning.



Q: About dogs, can you guarantee that there will not be any chasing dogs?

A: I think we can, as there are no more sheep activity in the competition area.



Q: Is it possible to leave quarantine later? 50 minutes in prestart seems too long.

A: No it is not possible. If you delay getting in your minibus, you risk losing time and not 
fith in the next buses.



Q: Is it possible to put all maps in plastic bags? If you do so, can you guarantee that 
plastic bags are clear?

A: No it is not possible. Optionally, bags will be available in start. Bag samples will be 
available in quarantine so that you can decide if you use it.



Q: JWOC Tour controls will be at same time in area of competition ?

A: YES they will be.



Q: Can you make sure time clocks in start will indicate time properly ?

A: YES.



Q: It's written in the bulletin that lunch prepared by official accommodation will be 
available at the arena after the race. For athletes starting late and coaches, is it 
possible to have lunch packet for quarantine ?

A: We will instruct the volunteer travelling with shuttle bus that brings luggage to arena 
that, before departing to quarantine, to receive the sealed meals, with labels on them. It 
is your job to deliver it to the luggage pick-up area and label them.



Q: Will there be a spectator control for the middle distance or some controls at the end 
that others can see and have some cheering for the Team?

A: Last control will be visible from arena. Marked route towards finish would be enough 
to cheer (see arena map).
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Q: What equipment or infrastructure can be found in the Pre-start beside toilets and 
water? Is there a tent to have some shadow? Can you have a full detailed list?

A: You will find there shelter tents, and can bring back your own. There is plenty of 
shadow anyway below trees. Surface is mostly muddy.



Q: Is it possible to keep stuff at the quarantine for the long distance day? 

A: Yes you can keep mats and stuff you don t need during the rest day. No concerts or 
parties in the quarantine until Long Distance.



Q: How much time does it take from the pre-start area to the arena for the team 
leaders? 

A: Returning to quarantine lasts ~10 minutes. Returning from quarantine to arena by 
luggage minibus takes about 6 minutes. There might be long waiting time (20-25 
minutes) for this luggage bus, as it depends where is it placed when you arrive back in 
quarantine.
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Q: Will there be water on the course to drink? 

A: Yes, the water control point will be at approximate 60-70% of the race. There will be 
used plastic disposable cups. Please don’t throw them away from the volunteers.
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